
Soniasreflections
contemporary glass jewellery and stained glass

Recent editions of Manx Tails have demonstrated how many of the Island’s diverse
family of skilled artisans have embraced the MostlyManx concept as an exciting
new avenue for the marketing of their unique products and skills. Among the

first artisans to display their wares in the MostlyManx store in Nelson Street, Douglas
were Sonia and Richard Griffiths of ‘Soniasreflections’.

Sonia, a former dance teacher and passionate artist, and her glass-cutter and former DIY
retailer husband Richard, moved to the Isle of Man ten years ago to enjoy an early
retirement. However, a motorhome tour of the US and Canada introduced them to the
beauty of kiln fused and Tiffany style stained glass.

They returned home and bought a kiln and Richard honed his glass-cutting and soldering skills
and began to craft the stunningly beautiful ‘Sun Catchers’, which have become a trademark
product of ‘Soniasreflections’: ‘They are made using the Tiffany method with copper foil and
soldered joints,’ explained Sonia. ‘Richard cuts the individual pieces of glass from a carefully
designed line drawn pattern. He then grinds away any sharp edges and the pieces are bound with
copper foil, before being pieced together – rather like a jigsaw puzzle.’

Meanwhile Sonia’s passion is for the beautiful Dichroic glass which she crafts into unique and
visually stunning jewellery: ‘Dichroic means two-colours and describes how the glass catches the
light and changes colour when viewed from different angles,’ explained Sonia.

Each piece of jewellery consists of two or more layers of glass which are placed onto a glass
base and kiln fired to at least 880 celsius, before being left for several hours to cool.

More examples of Sonia and Richard’s work can be viewed on their website at
www.soniasreflections.co.uk However, as with all glass products, the best way to appreciate their
beauty is to see them on display at the MostlyManx gift shop in Nelson Street: ‘We fully support
what MostlyManx is doing for local artisans, and are enthusiastic supporters of the concept,’
concluded Sonia.

The MostlyManx initiative continues to gain momentum and the latest exhibition being
staged at Laxey Woollen Mills illustrates both the power of the concept, and the outstanding
reservoir of artistic talent the Isle of Man has to offer.
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